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An app for young, digital natives in the rental 
market, looking to connect with like-minded 
individuals via filtered search. 
Users will be able to advertise rooms, share 
properties with friends, as well as save and rate 
properties for future reference.
 
Flatmates is a fantastic way to find the best place to live that 
accommodates to every one of your needs. By creating a profile, 
Flatmates allows you to search for a place to stay with in depth 
advanced search features. These features can be as specific or as 
general as you would like, including amenities and current room mate 
options, and to save you from the hassle of fixing these searches 
every time, you can even save your search preferences. 

In case you aren’t sure what you want, but know where you want it, 
just drop a pin on the map search feature and search via locational 
settings. After you’ve narrowed your search you can view others 
who are also interested in the same properties as you. The profile 
functionality embedded in Flatmates gives every user an opportunity 
to see how compatible they might be living with another user via our 
room mate personality quiz, and can contact each other within the 
app. 

Not looking for a place to stay at all? Looking to fill a vacancy in 
your room or apartment? Flatmates is for you as well. By creating a 
profile you also distinguish what functionality you will be utilizing 
Flatmates for. So if you wish to add your own listings instead of going 
through a real estate agency, Flatmates makes it easy by providing a 
listing wizard to help guide you along a simple step by step process 
of posting your own space. With Flatmates, finding your new home is 
just a swipe away.

Introduction

Flatmates Sign in/ Sign up screen
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The main reference when designing Flatmates was the holiday rental 
app, Airbnb. The app is dynamic, innovative and attractive and uses 
modern UX devices to enhance the user’s interaction. It’s close 
adherance to Apple’s Human Interface Guidelines helped guide us as 
we designed our own app as we could see how specific features were 
being design for the new IOS7.

Other design references included the competitive sets created early 
on in the project (right). These sets acted as a common ground and 
led us to create very similar designs, ultimately making it easier for us 
to choose a style for the app.

The final design of the app references many design elements from 
different apps, including Airbnb’s home screen, Trulia’s (an American 
real estate app) map options and Facebook’s new ‘chat head’ 
messaging system.

Research

DESIGN

Airbnb App Competitive Sets
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Research

Our main theoretical research involved creating customer profiles for 
the three main features of our app (right).

The original inspiration for this research came from a study by Help 
Scout, an email provider. As stated in the article, “the most important 
information is the user goals for each customer type and the most 
important features that may affect their willingness to purchase from 
you”, that is, what does your customer want and need from an app?

This research and the creation of user profiles ultimately led us to a 
better understanding of the target audience and objectives of our 
app.

THEORETICAL
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Information Architecture

Because of the depth of our app, the information architecture was 
quite difficult to illustrate.

The main navigation is held in the navigation bar, via the sidebar/ 
menu option. The sidebar allows users to always have access to 
important options such as About, Help and My Profile.

A user is first able to search via location with the search button in the 
top right of the navigation bar. After searching via location, users are 
presented with many options, including a List or Map view and the 
ability to ‘filter’ a search.

The Filter Search option provides more detailed search options, such 
as Price, Bedrooms, Bathrooms, Lease Length, Property Type and 
Amenities.

Home ScreenSidebar
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Graphic Assests

The graphic assests used throughout Flatmates were kept very 
similar to Apple’s new IOS7, especially the icon design.

The navigation icons are typical of IOS7 and taken from basic 
templates provided by Apple themselves. These include; Sidebar/ 
Menu, Back, Search, Map, List, Cancel and Favourite/ Like.

The icons used for the Map feature of the app were more abstract but 
chosen for their relevance to IOS7’s line icons. The paper aeroplane 
is popularly used by Apple as a ‘my location’ icon, as was used in the 
app. The pin icon was used as a ‘add drop pin’ option and the pen 
used as a ‘draw circumfrence circle’ icon.

Finally, the property icons are completely original as IOS7 versions 
of these were not available. The bath, bed and car work well with the 
suite of icons with their simple and modern lines designs.

The colours were chosen for their youthful vibrancy and fresh 
palette. The teal green was chosen as our staple colour, the red as it’s 
contrasting colour and the grey and dark blue/brown and background 
and text colours.

To adhere to Apple’s Human Interface Guidelines, Helvetica Neue 
was used in light, ultralight and regular. Helvetica Neue is used 
throughout most IOS7 productivity app as it is easily legible but also 
stylish and modern.

Map icons Property Icons

Colour Scheme

Typography

Navigation icons

LightUltraLight RegularHelvetica Neue

ICONS

COLOUR

TYPOGRAPHY
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App Interface

Login- users are automatically kept logged in, 
especially if logged in alreay on Facebook app.

Sign in / Sign Up
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App Interface

SidebarHome
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App Interface

Users are able to select more than one location Users are able to delete or add more locationsRecent/ Saved Searches
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App Interface

Map Search Results Selected Property Quick InformationList Search Results
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Map Feature

The Flatmates app also offers the option of a fully functional Map 
feature to assist users with their filtered searches. In addition to 
viewing search results in a list users can visualize where a particular 
property or range of properties are in relation to other important 
landmarks and amenities in the area.

 Furthermore by fully utilizing the features of the iOS operating 
system the app allows users to circle a particular area on the map 
and display listings within the selection. There is also the option of 
dropping a pin and setting a km radiance around it. Users always 
have the option of jumping to their current geo location which would 
be extremely useful if you are out scouting for a new property or at 
a open house to quickly visualize where you are in relation to other 
things. 

The app also makes use of ‘callout’s’ meaning that users can select a 
property based on its location on the map and quickly see the price 
and address and go to the individual property listing if interested 
directly from the map allowing for ease of use and a high quality user 
experience.

Map Results
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Filter Search Feature

Filter Search Results Pop-up

Another feature of Flatmates is the ability to filter your search 
results. After searching via location, users can at any time click 
the tab bar marked ‘Filter Results’ and a screen presenting further 
options pops up.

As seen on the right, users are able to determine their preferred 
Property Type, Price and amount of bedrooms and bathrooms with 
the arrow leading to more advanced options. Advanced options 
include Lease Length, Property Size, a choice of no parking, street 
parking, driveway or undercover parking, and a selection of tickable 
amenities, which change depending on what Property Type is chosen. 

For example, if Room is chosen, amenities such as Bills Included, 
Internet, Furniture, Pets and Smoking will be available. However 
if house was chosen, amenities such as Internet and Bills Included 
would not be available as these are not determined by the real 
estate.

The choice of easily clickable options was an important one as we 
didn’t want users to feel as if they were filling out a form. Simple, 
clickable bars such as the Property Type and easy sliders such as Price 
and Bedrooms provide a fun experience for users whilst performing 
the often menial task of finding a property.
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App Interface

Continuous Scroll Users are able to see others interested in the 
property and their compatablitiy to your profile 

Individual Property Details
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Others Interested Feature

Selected Profile

When viewing an individual property, users are able to see others 
who are interested (eg, who have favoured via the heart icon) in the 
same property. If a user has completed their profile, a circle is shown 
around the ‘Others Interested’ heads and indicates the amount of 
compatibility you have with that person as a flatmate.

Once a persons head is chosen, the exact percentage you are 
compatible is shown as well as their name and an arrow which leads 
you to their profile (which offers messaging options to get in contact 
with the individual, etc).
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App Interface

Edit Profile Photos Edit Profile Biography (including likes, 
interestes, occupation, basic info etc).

My Profile
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App Interface

Messaging Users are able to click the ‘chat head’ at any 
time on any screen to access messages


